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0 of 0 review helpful Sadly Short By Michael Bravo It is hard to believe that there are no further manuscripts of 
partially written stories to further the end of what would have been still a good book though most definitely not not E 
R B s greatest on J Carter I had read that his son had a hand in the writing of these last couple and that could easily be 
most true in so much of his way of descriptive accounts just did no Book Three of the John Carter of Mars collections 
this edition contains the original text from the eighth ninth tenth and the two short stories and make up the eleventh of 
Edgar Rice Burrough s world famous novels Originally published between 1934 and 1943 Swords of Mars Synthetic 
Men of Mars Llana of Gathol John Carter and the Giant of Mars and Skeleton Men of Jupiter are science fiction 
classics About the Author Edgar Rice Burroughs 1875 1950 Edgar Rice Burroughs is renowed for his many novels of 
fantastic adventure Unquestionably his best known creation is that of the jungle hero Tarzan the Ape Man but almost 
as well known are his stories of othe 
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